Competitive and Comparative Analysis
Direct Competition
Dozens of websites help students decide which college to attend. We reviewed several sites including Get
Schooled, Scholly, Going Merry, and Education Connection. We identified two major competitors, Niche
and Cappex, whose functions are particularly similar to what Tilt hopes to accomplish: helping students find
the right fit for college.

“Niche is the best place to find your school,

“Guidance for any part of the college

company, or neighborhood.”

process you’re on.”

Among its offerings, Niche helps students find

Cappex offers tailored support to students based

their “best-fit” college. Their “Best Colleges”

on where they are in the college application and

rankings are determined by analysis of college

selection process. They help students assess which

data from the US Department of Education plus

schools will fit their “style” and the chances they

student and alumni reviews. 



have of being accepted to a particular school. They
also help students build and refine a personalized

Niche’s “Your Best Fit” feature, which is still in beta

list of the “right” schools.



mode, helps students find a great fit by entering
how important certain aspects of the school are in

Cappex has a “College Admissions Counselor”

their decision.



feature that lets students see how they stack up
against certain lists of schools such as Ivy League

Over 50 million people used Niche last year. (This

schools, Top State Schools, and Community

includes all users of the service, which also

Colleges.

includes help finding grade schools,
neighborhoods, and workplaces.)

Competitive Analysis
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Niche provides search results based on two
metrics. First, it considers the filters students

3 The other quick facts Niche shows on each
college’s cards include some of the factors

filled out. Second, it shows the filtered

students responded well to: acceptance rate,

responses ranked by one of several lists

price, and SAT scores.

including Best Colleges (overall), Top Party
Schools, Most Diverse, and more. Their “Best
Fit” feature is still in beta.
2 Students liked seeing that overall niche grade
right away. Because the filter defaults to “Best
Colleges” though, at least one user was
intimidated by the immediate search results.

4 Students can add colleges to their list with one
click called out with a green box and familiar
heart icon.
5 A student’s list is always easily accessible at the
bottom right of every screen.

Competitive Analysis

While users appreciated the
incredible amount of data
Cappex provides, they were
turned off by the visual layout
and weren’t sure how to find
all the information they
needed.

Overall, users responded
positively to any data
visualizations that provided
overall data and were easy to
understand without needing
to go into details. The
Cappex Fit Meter ranks each
college based on how well it
fits a students’ preferences.

Competitive Analysis
Feature Inventory
Niche and Cappex offer many features that Tilt does not currently provide. This does not mean Tilt
should provide those features; user research will tell us more about what students want and need in the
website.

Deadline reminders
Personal dashboard
Map view
Rank your Saved Colleges List
Compare selected schools
Scattergram with admissions data and
chances of getting in
Overall rating (grade or stars)
Student reviews
Connection to school’s social media
Cappex Fit Meter
“Colleges Interested in You” List

Number of Filter Categories:

Comparative Analysis

Apartment List’s questionnaire includes 17 questions,

1

mostly multiple choice with the ability to select
multiple options when appropriate, posed
one-by-one to learn what the user is looking for in
their next move. The design is visually appealing.

2

The site doesn’t cue users to how far they are in the
survey process, so it felt overly long.
1

Simple questions with easy to understand
visuals

2 The background changes to match each
questions.

The FitOn app uses a series of questions to create a
personalized work out program for the user.
Questions are asked one-by-one. Answering a

1

question immediately takes the user to the next
screen, though they can use the back arrow to return
and change previous answers.

2

1

Questions are asked one at a time and highlight
in red once selected.

2 Users see a preview of the final plan with its
related title. For examples, this user wants to
work out to reduce stress, so the plan is titled
“Revitalize.”

Comparative Analysis

The Iams Dog Breed Selector has a fun visual way of
sharing results. Given how positively users
responded to simple data representations, the site
could be an inspiration for Tilt’s curated list feature.



One question in particular had a unique way of
asking the user to rank their priorities:
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The final result shows what percent it matches

2

The final result also shows what percent it

4

the user’s preferences overall.

matches different aspects of the user’s
preferences.

3

Users can review a visual, easy to understand

4

Users can look at other close matches based on

description of the final result.

overall percentage match.

